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I.
Atlswei. aII qucstions.

Explain t'he applicationsofgSapb theoretic method for the formation of
what are coupled circuits ? Ttrhy are tbey cailed so ? Explain.
State and elplain superposition,th@retr with a o..iqr*it diagran-
Ttlhat are pollphase circuits ? Bringout their advantages. , ' 

: .

Explain in detail the principles of Maxwell,s Bridge with a neat circ'it

Maxinum i100 Marks

15f,). Find the
The Zparameters of a z Wrt netniork arc Zrr= 50 e ,42=45 O , Zr2 =Y-parameters

write Mason's Gain Formula- Exprain the significance of this formula.
Difrerentiate open loopcontrol from closed roop conhor systems.

(8x5=4Omarks)
il' (a) Fiud the current through the galvanometer in the circuit shor'm by mesh method.

20v

Fig, 1.

(b) (i)
Or

State and prove the properties of Laplace transform.

{ii) Find.inverse Laplace transform of F(s) = 
t n 5./^

,:"s":2s+5.
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(a) O"*"-t"" tbe lbevenin's equivalent circuit with respect to terminal o and b'
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Fig.2.

Or

(b) Fintl the current through 109) resistor by Delta star conversion :
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fV. (a) Draw a neat circuit iliagram of scherring.!-ridge and explain its principle of operation' Deriv

the condition for bridge balance'

Or

, &) Obtain the Impedance and admittance pararDeters of the Zpomnetworks shown t 
*-.-.
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(a) ushg block diagran reduction technique. Find the closed-loop
for the following :-

(b) A unity feedback system is characterised by G(s) =
s(s + 1) (2s + l)' ,

(i) Determine the steady-state erors to unit-step function.
(ii) Determiue rise tine, peak time, peak overshoot, and setting time for the unit stepresporute.

(4 x 15 = 60 marks)
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